Commonly Asked Questions:

Q: Can Flo-Free® be seen from the ground?
A: NO! Because of Flo-Free’s® low profile it is virtually unnoticeable from the ground.

Q: Will I ever have to clean clogged downspouts again?
A: NEVER! Rain water will FLOW FREELY through the downspout while keeping out all foliage.

Q: Will leaves stick to Flo-Free®?
A: NO! The smooth, slick, nylon matrix with Flo-Free® Surface Technology ensures that leaves and other debris slide right off.

Clogged gutters can result in:

- Rotted wood
- Leaking roofs
- Basement leakage
- Damage to landscaping
- Insect breeding areas

ELIMINATE CLOGGED GUTTERS FOREVER!

 Ultraseal Adhesive ensures that FLO-FREE® will never dislodge

 FLO-FREE® smooth, slick top surface puts foliage where it belongs...on the ground

 At 3/4” thick, FLO-FREE® will never collapse into your gutter

 FLO-FREE® is made of 100% industrial strength nylon for lifetime durability

 FLO-FREE® extends to the bottom of your gutter providing superior strength

Flo-Free® Surface Technology was created to provide a smooth, slick top surface to shed leaves and debris while drawing rain water into the gutter like a magnet

Flo-Free® Leaf Guard
Advanced All Season Gutter Protection
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Flo-Free® works simply by keeping debris out of your gutters, allowing the natural flow of rain water to run directly into them. This is how gutters are intended to work. Why reduce your gutter’s top opening 70% to 90% using a solid gutter cover based on the “liquid adhesion” theory? Your gutter was not designed that way.

Flo-Free® leaves 100% of the gutter mouth open to accept water flow even in the heaviest of torrential downpours. This is especially important at the roof valleys where water can accumulate as much as 50 times faster than anywhere else on the roof. Also, Flo-Free® allows for maximum water flow horizontally towards the downspout in heavy rains.

Flo-Free® is 3/4” thick and extends to the bottom of the gutter providing superior strength. Flo-Free® becomes even more rigid in the cold, ensuring it will never collapse due to snow or ice! The patented matrix design prevents snow from entering the gutter reducing the potential for ice damming and icicles.

- Flo-Free® Surface Technology
- Virtually Invisible from the Ground
- No Interference with Roof Shingles
- Installs with any Roof Pitch and any Type of Roof Shingles
- Flo-Free® Prevents Nesting of Birds, Bugs and Insects
- Lifetime Written Warranty
- 100% of Gutter Mouth Open
- No Gutter Overflow of Water
- Environmentally Friendly
- Helps Prevent Ice Damming
- Proven Across the U.S. Since 1989
- 100% Industrial Strength Nylon
- Flo-Free® Will Not Chip, Crack, Dent, or Shrink and is UV Protected